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PR12-24-001: Measurement of the Nuclear 
Dependence of R=sL/sT in Semi-Inclusive Deep 

Inelastic Scattering 

Proposal to PAC 52

Spokespersons: P. Bosted (W&M), 
W. Brooks (USM), R. Ent (JLab), D. Gaskell* (JLab), 

E. Kinney (U. Colorado),  H. Mkrtchyan (Yerevan)
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PR12-24-001: Nuclear Dependence of R in SIDIS
Goal: Directly measure the nuclear dependence of 
R=sL/sT in semi-inclusive DIS
à No existing measurements of nuclear 

dependence of R in SIDIS 
à Potential impact on SIDIS results (dilution factor 

for polarized targets)
à Potential impact on measurements of hadron-

attenuation
à Exploratory measurement to determine if more 

comprehensive program merited

Experiment: Measure cross sections and ratios for 
H, D, C, Cu targets at 3 beam energies
à Allows LT separation
à E12-06-104 (R in SIDIS on H and D) in Hall C 

experiment scheduled for CY2025.
à PR12-24-001 with E12-06-104 at select 

kinematics adding nuclear targets (12C and 64Cu). Beam time request: 5 days

SLAC E140: Nuclear Dependence of R in DIS
PR12-24-001: Nuclear Dependence of R in SIDIS
                        (projected precision)
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R=sL/sT in SIDIS
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(E, p)Semi-inclusive DIS a key part of the JLab 12 GeV program
à One-dimensional polarized and unpolarized PDFs
à Three-dimensional hadron structure via TMDs

Naïve quark model:
<latexit sha1_base64="SjLv6XoNF525LxEBepadH/UcKgM=">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</latexit>
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Actual dynamics and cross section more complicated – 
contribution of longitudinal photons cannot be ignored

<latexit sha1_base64="+kxYpyt3QJue58NIKmkGPCpfAiE=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="N8OLc5TLa5g8uBHuigTIgK8Uss0=">AAACCXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARKkKdGUp1IxTduBFa6Q3a6ZBJM21o5kKSEcvQrRtfxY0LRdz6Bu58G9N2Flr9IfDlP+eQnN+NGBXSML60zNLyyupadj23sbm1vaPv7jVFGHNMGjhkIW+7SBBGA9KQVDLSjjhBvstIyx1dTeutO8IFDYO6HEfE9tEgoB7FSCrL0eEtvIClwk3Puu9ZJyOn3rOOTws1xdb84uh5o2jMBP+CmUIepKo6+me3H+LYJ4HEDAnRMY1I2gnikmJGJrluLEiE8AgNSEdhgHwi7GS2yQQeKacPvZCrE0g4c39OJMgXYuy7qtNHcigWa1Pzv1onlt65ndAgiiUJ8PwhL2ZQhnAaC+xTTrBkYwUIc6r+CvEQcYSlCi+nQjAXV/4LTatolovlWilfuUzjyIIDcAgKwARnoAKuQRU0AAYP4Am8gFftUXvW3rT3eWtGS2f2wS9pH9+JupZ0</latexit>

R = 4(M2x2 + k2T )/(Q
2 + 2k2T )

Longitudinal contribution from higher order interactions. 
Simple estimate relates to quark transverse momentum

F.E. Close, An Introduction to Quarks and Partons, 1979
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RSIDIS in Nuclei

S. MORÁN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 105, 015201 (2022)

FIG. 1. Multiplicity ratio of π+ and π− as a function of z; the three different panels show results for C, Fe, and Pb targets, respectively. The
error bars represent the quadrature sum of systematic and statistical uncertainties, which is dominated by the systematic uncertainties that are
partially correlated point to point. The points have a small horizontal shift for better visualization. The lines correspond to model calculations
from GIBUU, GK, and the LIKEn21 nFFs. The bands represent the uncertainty of the LIKEn21 nFF set. The numerical values of the data
points and associated errors of this figure are shown in Table II in the Appendix section of the article.

“prehadron” interactions,3 color transparency, and nuclear
shadowing. These ingredients have been postulated to be nec-
essary to describe nuclear modification of hadrons produced
in DIS by the HERMES and EMC experiments [16]. The
default parameters of GIBUU 2019 are used.

We also compare the data with a model by Guiot and
Kopeliovich (GK) [36] based on a combination of quark-
energy loss and prehadron absorption. Prehadrons refers to
a color-singlet state that evolves after a certain time to a
final-state hadron. These prehadron states are assumed to have
smaller cross sections for inelastic interactions with the nu-
clear medium, and thus a reduced probability of absorption,
compared to final-state hadrons. Within this model the pre-
hadron absorption is the most relevant mechanism to describe
the HERMES data [37] and is expected to dominate at JLab
energies. This model attempts to describe the modification of
the leading hadrons only, which is why the predictions are
given for z > 0.5.

We also compare our data with a calculation based on nu-
clear fragmentation functions [38] (nFFs), which effectively
parametrize the nuclear modification of hadron production.
In particular, we compare to the LIKEn21 set of nFFs that
were extracted from a fit to HERMES data [39] and the De
Florian-Sassot-Stratmann fragmentation functions [40] as a
baseline. The Q2 dependence of the nFFs is assumed to be
dictated by the same evolution equations as FFs [38]. The
calculation is applicable for 0.2 < z < 0.8, as the nFF are not
well constrained outside that range.

The data are qualitatively described by GIBUU over most
of the kinematic range for all targets. The z dependence of

3In the GIBUU model, “prehadrons” are treated like ordinary
hadrons but with reduced cross section; they are also not allowed
to decay during the hadron-formation time [35].

the data is well described but the magnitude differs by about
10%. The GIBUU model predicts little difference between
the π+ and π− multiplicity ratios for C and Fe, except at
low z it predicts Rπ+

h to be about 10% larger than Rπ−

h . This
difference is not seen in the data. For Pb, GIBUU predicts
that Rπ−

h is about 10% larger than Rπ+

h over most of the z
range, which is consistent with the data. This difference can
in part be explained due to the larger number of neutrons than
protons in Pb, although flavor-dependent nuclear effects might
also contribute. The low-z region is qualitatively described by
the GIBUU model, which attributes the enhancement due to
the creation of secondary hadrons in final-state interactions,
which shift the spectral strength from high to low values of
z. The data are also consistent with the GK model over the
region of its applicability for all targets. The GK model does
not predict a significant difference between the suppression
pattern of π+ and π−, which is consistent with the data at
high z. The calculation obtained with the LIKEn21 nFF set
predicts a weaker z dependence than is in the data, with the
largest discrepancies observed at high z. The predicted small
differences between the π+ and π− are similar to what is
observed in the data, but the large uncertainty in the model
prevents us from drawing strong conclusions.

Figures 2 and 3 show the multiplicity ratios in bins of Q2

(in GeV2) and ν (in GeV) for π+ and π−, respectively. For
the Rπ+

h , the suppression increases monotonically with z for all
Q2 and ν ranges. For Rπ−

h a similar suppression is observed,
although at mid and high ν values, this suppression plateaus
at z > 0.5.

The data show a rather weak Q2 dependence, around 10%
at low z, which is consistent with the GIBUU model. This
feature is also consistent with the GK and LIKEn21 models,
which are not shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for clarity. HERMES
saw the same weak Q2 dependence of the ratios over the wider
range 1.0 < Q2 < 10 GeV2 [8].
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Measurement of RSIDIS in nuclei perhaps most immediately relevant 
to measurements of hadron attenuation

<latexit sha1_base64="Rex1uyJ8QUUIPaswjtOHNUJ3q0s=">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</latexit>
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Can provide information about hadron formation time, quark 
energy loss, etc.
à Knowledge of nuclear dependence of RSIDIS needed for 
interpretation of these measurements

CLAS: Moran et al, PRC 105(1):015201 (2022)
HERMES: Airapetian et al, Nuc. Phys. B, 780:1-27 (2007)
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R in DIS and DVMPX. QIAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 81, 055209 (2010)

FIG. 10. (Color online) The plot in the top left panel is the phase
space comparison between the high (black) and low (green) ϵ for −t

vs Q2. The plot in the top right panel is the phase space comparison
for W vs Q2. The plot in the bottom left panel shows the comparison
for −t vs W . The bottom-right panel shows the azimuthal coverage
for these two data sets.

simulation is used to account for the correction between the
cross section evaluated at the center of each φ bin and the one
for the entire φ region. The four structure functions in Eq. (8)
are extracted by fitting the data with respect to φ for both high
and low ϵ settings simultaneously. A representative fit for the
hydrogen target at Q2 = 2.15 GeV2 can be found in Fig. 11.
In the analysis, an additional acceptance cut is used to ensure
that the kinematic region given by W , Q2, and t is the same
at high and low ϵ. Such a phase space comparison is shown in
Fig. 10.

The same fitting procedure described above could be used to
obtain the Rosenbluth-separated pion electroproduction cross
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Representative plot of the experimental
cross sections, d2σ

dtdφ
as a function of the azimuthal angle φ at Q2 =

2.15 GeV2 for high and low ϵ. The curves shown represent the fits
of the measured values of the cross section to Eq. (8). The −t in this
plot correspond to the common region between the high and low ϵ

data shown in Fig. 10. Only the statistical uncertainties are shown.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) The ratios of longitudinal to transverse
cross sections for pion electroproduction from 1H, 2H, 12C, and
63Cu targets at fixed Q2 = 2.15 (left) and 3.91 (right) GeV2. The
inner error bars represent the statistical uncertainties, while the
outer error bars are the sum in quadrature of the statistical and
systematic uncertainties. The curves represent constant-value fits to
all nuclear data at a fixed Q2. The probabilities of these constant-value
fits, assuming Gaussian statistics, is 69% and 70%, respectively.
The statistics at Q2 = 3.91 GeV2 are limited, and the statistical
uncertainties for carbon and copper targets are larger than 50%.

sections. However, while this separation is relatively straight-
forward for a hydrogen target, a similar separation for nuclear
targets relies on the assumed quasifree reaction mechanism.
This is because beyond the W , Q2, and t dependence, the
elementary off-shell pion electroproduction cross section has
a Pπ dependence in the nuclear medium. The quasifree Pπ

dependence, which is taken into account in the Monte Carlo
simulations for the nuclear targets, is used as a starting model.
Then the iterative procedure described earlier is followed. This
implies that the extracted nuclear cross sections represent the
averaged values integrated over a wide kinematic acceptance,
rather than the bin-centered values. These averaged cross
sections are used to obtain the longitudinal-to-transverse
ratios between nuclear and hydrogen targets. The ratios of
longitudinal-to-transverse cross sections at fixed Q2 = 2.15
and 3.91 GeV2 for the various targets used in this experiment
are shown in Fig. 12. We find no difference, within the
experimental uncertainties, between the ratios of longitudinal
to transverse cross sections for nuclear and hydrogen targets;
this can be viewed as a confirmation of the quasifree reaction
mechanism.

VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTY STUDIES

Table III lists the systematic uncertainties associated with
the extraction of the nuclear transparencies. Several sources of
these uncertainties were discussed in Secs. VII A1–VII A4.

The uncertainty in the acceptance is based on extensive
single-arm elastic and deep-inelastic measurements from
Refs. [45,46] and 1H(e,e′p) data, including sieve-slit data on a
carbon target, taken to check the optical matrix elements. The
influences of the uncertainties in the offsets in the kinematical
variables such as beam energy, momenta, and angles were
determined by changing their values by their uncertainties and
evaluating the resultant changes in the cross sections.

055209-12

Few direct measurements (via LT separation) of nuclear 
dependence of R in inclusive DIS
à Hall C E12-14-002 will provide additional 
measurements over large phase space for C, Cu, Au

Nuclear dependence of R in Deeply Virtual p+ 
Production measured as part of 6 GeV 
measurement of pion color transparency
[X. Qian et al. PRC 81:055209, 2010]

Measurement of nuclear dependence of 
RSIDIS will provide important bridge 
between inclusive and exclusive regime
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Experiment

SHMS

HMS

Experiment will measure semi-inclusive p+ (and p-) 
production from C and Cu
à Opportunity: Run with E12-06-104 to allow easy 

comparison with SIDIS from H and D
à Exploratory: Will only take data at subset of E12-06-104 

kinematics

Beam energies = 6.6, 8.8, 11 GeV (3, 4, 5 pass) 

Standard Hall C equipment:
Electron arm: High Momentum Spectrometer (HMS) 
à This experiment: P=1.27-5.67 GeV, q=10.5 to 45.41 deg.
Pion arm: Super High Momentum Spectrometer (SHMS)
à This experiment: P=1.59-4.53 GeV, q=6.3 to 15.96 deg.

HMS+SHMS provide excellent control of point-to-point systematics – crucial for LT separations
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E12-06-104: Measurement of RSIDIS
E12-06-104: Measurement of the Ratio R=sL/sT in Semi-Inclusive Deep-Inelastic Scattering

R = sL/sT in SIDIS (ep à e’p+/-X)

E12-06-104 is will make precise measurements of RSIDIS in
 e+p à e’+p+/-+X ,  e+D à e’+p+/-+X
L-T separation requires excellent understanding of 
acceptance, control of point-to-point systematic errors
à Ideally suited to Hall C equipment at 12 GeV

Almost no existing data on R=sL/sT in SIDIS (p and n)
à Limited data from Cornell 
[Bebek et al, PRL 34, 759 (1975), PRL 37, 1525 (1976), PRD 15, 3085 (1977)]
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FIG. 5. The proposed measurements for the ratio of longitudinal to transverse cross sections

in semi-inclusive deep inelastic pion electroproduction (R=σL/σT ) as a function of Q2 (top panel,
both at x=0.20 and x = 0.40), z (middle panel), and p2

T (bottom panel). For comparison, we show
the only existing data from Cornell. The dashed curves represent R for DIS.

V. EXPECTED RESULTS AND BEAM TIME REQUEST

We request a total of 40 days of beam time to measure R = σL/σT in semi-inclusive deep
inelastic scattering as a function of z, Q2, and p2

T , covering a region of interest to the general
program of SIDIS physics at a 12-GeV JLab. Of course, these data will also provide precise
new measurements of the separated cross sections σT

SIDIS and σL
SIDIS.

The itemized beam time request is given below.

• Map RH
SIDIS + RD

SIDIS as function of z at x = 0.2 and Q2 = 2.0 GeV2 (168 Hours)

• Map RH
SIDIS as a function of z at x = 0.4 and Q2 = 4.0 GeV2 (319 Hours)

• Map RH
SIDIS as a function of p2

T at x = 0.3 and Q2 = 3.0 GeV2 (311 Hours)

• Add kinematics to map RH
SIDIS for Q2 = 1.5-5.0 GeV2 (88 Hours)

• Overhead (75 Hours)

The proposed data cover the range of Q2 = 1.5-2.0 GeV2. Scans in z are proposed at Q2 =
2.0 (x = 0.2) and 4.0 GeV2 (x = 0.4), and should settle the behavior of σL/σT for large z.
A projection of the quality of proposed data for RSIDIS as compared with the only existing
data, from the Cornell experiments, is shown in Fig. 5.
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1. Scans in z at Q2 = 2.0 (x = 0.2) and 4.0 GeV2 (x = 0.4) à 
behavior of sL/sT for large z.

2. Cover Q2 = 1.5 – 5.0 GeV2, à both H and D at Q2 = 2 GeV2

3. pT up to ~ 1 GeV. 

Expected to run in 2025
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Detailed Kinematics
<latexit sha1_base64="tcvx15ZOSKvR2V2dDh4CR5GbZ9M=">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</latexit>

x Q2 z ✓pq Targets Ebeam ✏
(GeV

2
) (degrees) (GeV)

0.2 2.0 0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,LD2,C,Cu 6.6 0.34
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,LD2,C,Cu 8.8 0.66
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,LD2,C,Cu 11.0 0.80

0.4 4.0 0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,C,Cu 6.6 0.31
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,C,Cu 8.8 0.65
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,C,Cu 11.0 0.79

0.3 3.0 0.5 -2.0,0.0,5.0,10.0,15.0,20.0 LH2 6.6 0.33

0.5 -2.0,0.0,5.0,10.0,15.0,20.0 LH2 8.8 0.66

0.5 -2.0,0.0,5.0,10.0,15.0,20.0 LH2 11.0 0.88

0.15 1.5 0.5 0.0 LH2 6.6 0.35

0.5 0.0 LH2 8.8 0.67

0.5 5.0 0.5 0.0 LH2, C,Cu 6.6 0.30
0.5 0.0 LH2, C,Cu 8.8 0.64
0.5 0.0 LH2, C,Cu 11.0 0.79

E12-06-104:

Data for p+ 
and p- from 
proton at all 
settings

Data from 
proton and 
deuteron at 
x=0.2

This experiment:
Bold = kinematic settings for measurements with C and Cu targets (p+ only)
Bold, red = kinematic settings for measurements with C and Cu targets (p+ and p-)
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Detailed Kinematics
<latexit sha1_base64="tcvx15ZOSKvR2V2dDh4CR5GbZ9M=">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</latexit>

x Q2 z ✓pq Targets Ebeam ✏
(GeV

2
) (degrees) (GeV)

0.2 2.0 0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,LD2,C,Cu 6.6 0.34
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,LD2,C,Cu 8.8 0.66
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,LD2,C,Cu 11.0 0.80

0.4 4.0 0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,C,Cu 6.6 0.31
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,C,Cu 8.8 0.65
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.65,0.85 0.0 LH2,C,Cu 11.0 0.79

0.3 3.0 0.5 -2.0,0.0,5.0,10.0,15.0,20.0 LH2 6.6 0.33

0.5 -2.0,0.0,5.0,10.0,15.0,20.0 LH2 8.8 0.66

0.5 -2.0,0.0,5.0,10.0,15.0,20.0 LH2 11.0 0.88

0.15 1.5 0.5 0.0 LH2 6.6 0.35

0.5 0.0 LH2 8.8 0.67

0.5 5.0 0.5 0.0 LH2, C,Cu 6.6 0.30
0.5 0.0 LH2, C,Cu 8.8 0.64
0.5 0.0 LH2, C,Cu 11.0 0.79

E12-06-104:

Data for p+ 
and p- from 
proton at all 
settings

Data from 
proton and 
deuteron at 
x=0.2

Goals:
1. Measure nuclear dependence of RSIDIS for range of x at fixed z

à Low x: no or small nuclear effects (inclusive), Large x: EMC region
2. Measurement for range of z for at least one x
3. Both p+ and p- for (part of) z-scan
4. Multiple values of A to explore nuclear dependence
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Rate Estimates

Rate estimates based on parametrization of Hall C p+ and 
p- SIDIS data taken at 10.2-10.6 GeV 
à Developed by Peter Bosted for analysis of

o E12-09-017 (“Transverse Momentum Dependence 
of Semi-Inclusive Pion Production”) and 

o E12-09-002 (“Charge Symmetry Violating Quark 
Distributions via Precise Measurement of π+/π− 
Ratios in Semi–inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering”)

Hadron attenuation effects estimated using ad-hoc fit to 
HERMES results of the form

<latexit sha1_base64="Brn/ISo5EtlJXp+P4jU02RRrkM8=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEdBGoMQD4YZkehFiHrxJFHMAlmGmk4n06RnobtHSIbcvPgrXjwo4tVf8Obf2FkOGn1Q8Hiviqp6bsSZVJb1ZaTm5hcWl9LLmZXVtfUNc3OrIsNYEFomIQ9FzQVJOQtoWTHFaS0SFHyX06rbuxz51XsqJAuDO9WPaNOHbsA6jIDSkmPu3jrnLe/s2rHwoNUAHnmAc/bh4KDVcKkCx8xaeWsM/JfYU5JFU5Qc87PRDkns00ARDlLWbStSzQSEYoTTYaYRSxoB6UGX1jUNwKeymYz/GOJ9rbRxJxS6AoXH6s+JBHwp+76rO31Qnpz1RuJ/Xj1WndNmwoIoVjQgk0WdmGMV4lEouM0EJYr3NQEimL4VEw8EEKWjy+gQ7NmX/5LKUd4u5As3x9nixTSONNpBeyiHbHSCiugKlVAZEfSAntALejUejWfjzXiftKaM6cw2+gXj4xtC/5et</latexit>

Rh
A = N0z

↵(1� z)�

Fit A dependence of (N0, a, b) to extrapolate to C and Cu
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Beam Time Breakdown
x Q2 (GeV)2 z e Target Time (p+) 

(hrs)
Time (p-) 

(hrs)
0.2 2.0 0.3-0.85 

(0.4-0.65)
0.34, 0.66, 0.80 C 15.3 9.8

Cu 19.1 13.5
Subtotal (x=0.2) 34.4 23.3

0.4 4 0.5 0.31, 0.65, 0.79 C 7.3 -
Cu 12.9 -

Subtotal (x=0.4) 20.2 -
0.5 5 0.5 0.30, 0.64, 0.79 C 14.5 -

Cu 16.4 -
Subtotal (x=0.5) 30.9 -

Total Production Time 85.5 23.3

Targets:
C = 3% RL (1.28 g/cm2)
Cu = 6% RL (0.77 g/cm2)

Beam currents:
Ibeam = 25-50 µA

Statistics:
x=0.4, 0.5: 10k events
x=0.2: 5k events for  low z
          10k events z=0.85 
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Projections: RA

Projected uncertainties for R=sL/sT assuming point-to-point systematic uncertainties of 1.6%
à 1.9% achieved in 6 GeV era, but expect improvement due to superior performance of SHMS
à Scale/normalization uncertainties (overall target thickness, etc.) cancel in L/T ratio

Projections apply for both C and Cu targets

RDIS from fit to inclusive
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Extraction of RA-RH

<latexit sha1_base64="1Zo9NDJuBC0NehtsP9kBff52mwc=">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</latexit>

�A

�H

=
�T

A

�T

H

[1 + ✏0(RA �RH)]

<latexit sha1_base64="J1+Ufn0Pak9IdZuCuEVNNXmbUB4=">AAACDHicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRaxItQZkepGKLrpsoq9QDuUTHqmDc1khiQjlKEP4MZXceNCEbc+gDvfxvQG2vpD4OM/53Byfi/iTGnb/rYWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2t7czOblWFsaRQoSEPZd0jCjgTUNFMc6hHEkjgcah5vZthvfYAUrFQ3Ot+BG5AOoL5jBJtrFYm24RIMR6Ko6spneackynju1bp2HTZeXskPA/OBLJoonIr89VshzQOQGjKiVINx460mxCpGeUwSDdjBRGhPdKBhkFBAlBuMjpmgA+N08Z+KM0TGo/c3xMJCZTqB57pDIjuqtna0Pyv1oi1f+kmTESxBkHHi/yYYx3iYTK4zSRQzfsGCJXM/BXTLpGEapNf2oTgzJ48D9WzvFPIF27Ps8XrSRwptI8OUA456AIVUQmVUQVR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+hi3LliTmT30R9bnDzA7mm8=</latexit>

✏0 = ✏/(1 + ✏RH)

ε
/
=ε/(1+εRD)

σ
A
/σ

D

E140 Fe Q2=5 GeV2

RA-RD = -0.018 +/- 0.059

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

1.05

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Ultimate goal is to extract nuclear dependence of R in 
SIDIS
à Rather than comparing RA to RH directly, precision 

can be improved by looking at e dependence of 
target ratio

à Point-to-point systematic uncertainty should be on 
the order of 1% for target ratio

Example: RA-RD from SLAC E140 (inclusive DIS)

Slope = RA-RD

Requires measurement/knowledge of RH, but since 
absolute value is small, not a large contribution to 
overall uncertainty
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Projections: RA-RH

For reference: E140 measurements of RA-RD 
for Fe
à Multiple Q2 at each x

Projected uncertainties apply for both C and Cu

Beam time for these measurements = 5 days
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A-Dependence of RA-RH

àCan use C and Cu results to 
examine A dependence

àExpected uncertainties 
comparable to multi-experiment 
extraction from C, Fe, Au targets

àCommon ~1% normalization 
uncertainty for all SIDIS points 
from LH2 target thickness

Extraction of RA-RD from multiple DIS experiments 
(JLab, SLAC E140 + E139) 

PR12-24-001 projected uncertainties (SIDIS)
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Coulomb Corrections
Coulomb corrections will play a role in this experiment 
and must be included in the analysis
àElectrons: will use same technique (improved EMA) as 

described in E12-14-002.  Note that there are plans to 
test the improved EMA further using positrons (E12+23-
003)

àEffect is e dependent since electron momentum is lower 
at low e

Will also need to address acceleration/deceleration of 
pions due to Coulomb field.  This is included in Hall C 
simulation package (SIMC)
à This effect should be mostly e independent since the 

pion momentum is the same

ε
/
=ε/(1+εRD)

σ
A
/σ

D

E140 Fe Q2=5 GeV2

RA-RD = -0.018 +/- 0.059

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

1.05

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

ε
/
=ε/(1+εRD)

σ
A
/σ

D

E140 Fe Q2=5 GeV2

RA-RD = -0.051 +/- 0.056

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

1.05

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

No Coulomb Corrections

with Coulomb Corrections

SLAC E140 (inclusive DIS) 
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Alternate or Additional Measurements
Proposal readers inquired about possible measurements of 
the pT dependence of RA-RH

à E12-06-104 proposal includes a pT scan at x=0.3, Q2=3 
GeV2 up to pT ~ 0.9 GeV (with limited f-dependence)

à Adding these kinematics for the C and Cu targets is 
possible and would require an additional 2.5 days
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Alternate or Additional Measurements
Proposal readers inquired about possible measurements of 
the pT dependence of RA-RH

à E12-06-104 proposal includes a pT scan at x=0.3, Q2=3 
GeV2 up to pT ~ 0.9 GeV (with limited f-dependence)

à Adding these kinematics for the C and Cu targets is 
possible and would require an additional 2.5 days

BUT:
• E12-06-104 is scheduled to run in 2025, just after the LAD experiment E12-11-107 ("In Medium 

Nucleon Structure Functions, SRC, and the EMC effect")
• IFF PR12-24-001 is assumed to opportunistically run intermixed with E12-06-104

à The scheduled E12-06-104 kinematics are restricted to those compatible with LAD
à LAD requires a special scattering chamber configuration
à This implies the maximum accessible SHMS angle is ~ 20 degrees
à This limits the pT acceptance for the R in SIDIS scan at x=0.3 to ~0.3 GeV
à This then translates into requiring an additional 1 day for the nuclear targets
à Pending PAC feedback, one could potentially swap this extra day with the x = 0.4 measurement.
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Summary and Beam Time Request

Activity Time (hours)
p+ production data 85.5
p- production data 23.3
Target changes 10
Total 118.5 (5 days)

In addition to production data-taking additional 
time requested for target changes/motion
à10 minutes per target change, 2 target changes 

for 30 settings (10 hours)
àNo time requested for kinematic changes – this 

is already included in E12-06-104 beam time

5 days of running in conjunction with E12-06-104 will allow an exploratory measurement of the 
nuclear dependence of R=sL/sT in SIDIS
à Important for interpretation of SIDIS and hadron attenuation measurements
àConstrain possible initial state effects in nuclear SIDIS – complementary to planned 

measurements of RA-RD in inclusive scattering and existing measurements in exclusive reactions
àNon-zero RA-RH can point to novel nuclear effects – motivating follow-up measurements
àWould appreciate feedback from PAC on priority of pT dependence vs. x = 0.4 measurements
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EXTRA
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Theory Advisory Report

The proposal aims to explore the nuclear dependence of the ratio R = σL/σT in Semi- Inclusive Deep 
Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS). The plan is to conduct measurements using carbon and copper targets to 
determine if there is a significant nuclear dependence for R, which is crucial for interpreting SIDIS 
measurements and studying quark hadronization. The proposal points out that in most SIDIS 
measurements of the past R has been assumed to be the same as for inclusive DIS. 

The proposal highlights a critical gap in experimental data concerning the relative contribution of 
longitudinal photons in SIDIS, one which impacts the accurate interpretation of SIDIS measurements. 
The proposal notes that while data for protons and deuterons will be gathered through experiment 
E12-06-104, there is a lack of data for heavier nuclei like carbon and copper. The new work aims to fill 
this gap by making limited exploratory measurements to detect any nuclear dependence for R in 
SIDIS. Quantifying a nuclear dependence of R in SIDIS could lead to new insights into the initial state 
effects or the presence of ε-dependent backgrounds with nuclear characteristics. 
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Direct Measurements of Nuclear Dependence of R

“Given the dearth of R measurements and the 
importance of studying its nuclear dependence, is there a 
way to also compare to the measurements from E12-14-
002 and E04-001 in addition to the comparisons you 
show with the SLAC E140 data?“

Inclusive measurements:
SLAC E140: published 1994
JLab E04-001: preliminary results, mostly resonance 
region
JLab E12-14-002: Hall C, will possibly run in next few 
years

x

Q
2
 (

G
e
V

2
)

PR12-24-001 (SIDIS: C,Cu)

E12-14-002 (C,Cu,Au)

E04-001 (C,Fe,Al)
SLAC E140 (Fe)

SLAC E140 (Au)
0.7
0.8
0.9

1
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4
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8

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
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RA-RD: E140 Re-analysis

Re-analyzed E140 data using Effective Momentum 
Approximation for published “Born”-level cross 
sections
à Total consistency requires application to 
radiative corrections model as well 

RA-RD = -2E-4 +/- 0.02

RA-RD = -0.03 +/- 0.02

Including Coulomb Corrections yields 
result 1.5 s  from zero when averaged 
over x
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Hall C: HMS and SHMS
Spectrometers

HMS:
dΩ ~ 6 msr, P0= 0.5 – 7 GeV/c
θ0=10.5 to 80 degrees
e ID via calorimeter and gas Cerenkov

SHMS: 
dΩ ~ 4 msr, P0= 1 – 11 GeV/c
θ0=5.5 to 40 degrees
e ID via heavy gas Cerenkov and 
calorimeter 

Excellent control of point-to-point systematic uncertainties

SHMS

HMS


